
This might be the best time you can spend prepping your game. Come to this guide with 
an idea for the story you want to run. Fill in the blanks in each of the five steps, then 
keep this as a reference during your game. You’ll be able to strike the balance of keeping 
things on track while still allowing the player characters to drive. Slow down or speed up, 
allow for diversions, and focus direction when you know it’s needed. 
Ultimately it comes down to clearly identifying what threat might motivate your players, 
building a foundation with what they care about, and letting the world they inhabit give 
them the motivation they need to move toward the story you’ve prepared. You can even 
use this format individual encounters to encourage timely action by players.

Internal Stakes

External Stakes

Threat Element

Foreshadow

External stakes refer to how the threat might directly affect the world around your 
characters. How would the world change or be affected if the threat were not stopped?

Internal stakes refer to the things your characters care about. What would happen to 
these people, groups and places? How would they suffer personally?

CREATE A TICKING CLOCK
The story will drive itself forward with a ticking clock. Lost players, lost game prep, lost 
story lines, railroading, and lackluster grand finales can all disappear. With just a few key 
details these problems vanish, and games go as smoothly as we imagine during prep time.

Find the Stakes
For a ticking clock to work, there needs to be a threat at the end. State the threat simply 
and clearly for yourself. 

Foreshadow
How might you spell out early on what the threat is plainly in game? Characters cannot 
have any ambiguity about what the price of inaction might be. Whether it comes from a 
mystical vision, an NPC giving exposition, or a captured minion of your villain it needs to 
be stated plainly what they likely outcome will be if the threat isn’t stopped.

https://www.hookandchance.com
https://www.youtube.com/c/hookandchance
https://discord.gg/hzJNBpK
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/hook-and-chance/id1448197702
https://open.spotify.com/show/2brHd5ppRGsawTD4zY3AC2?si=6f947edd93164b25


The End: Option A - Positive effects in the world highlighting their success.

The End: Option B - Negative effects of the worst case outcome.

Danger Now

Signpost 3

Signpost 5

Signpost 2

Signpost 4

Signpost 1

Danger Now
The threat is almost a reality. This is the clear indication in the world that action must 
be taken immediately and the ultimate motivator for characters. It’s now or never. What 
does the “finger on the trigger” look like in this scenario?

The End
Success or death cannot be the only outcomes. The world (and game) continues in the 
event of success or failure. Players should be able to interact with these outcomes. Note 
the change in the world and try to use the original external and internal stakes.

Pressure
Increasingly serious signs the characters can see and/or interact with as they play that 
indicates the eventual outcome is drawing closer. For every action, there are effects 
visible in the world, what are they? These signposts act as motivation to be sprinkled in 
if players lose focus or tension needs to be heightened at any time.
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https://www.youtube.com/c/hookandchance
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https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/hook-and-chance/id1448197702
https://open.spotify.com/show/2brHd5ppRGsawTD4zY3AC2?si=6f947edd93164b25

	Threat Element: Example - A fight breaks out between two rival gangs, threatening the nearby public.
	External Stakes: Example - Many bystanders are at risk of being caught up in violence.
	Internal Stakes: Example - A child is directly in the line of fire.
	Foreshadow: Example - An onlooker yells "somebody save my child".
	Signpost 1: Example - The party sees a child hiding under a table from the melee.
	Signpost 2: Example - An enemy is thrown against the table, weakening it.
	Signpost 3: Example - The fearful child attempts to move from cover through the fight.
	Signpost 4: Example - A weapon is fired into the ground nearby, scaring the child.
	Signpost 5: Example - The child runs through the fight, narrowly escaping harm.
	Danger Now: Example - The gang leader snatches the fleeing child, they now have a hostage.
	The End: Option A: Example - The party stops the fight. The neighbourhood gives them a discount in local shops. They are celebrated by all locals.
	The End: Option B: Example - Bystanders are hurt in the fight. The neighbourhood jeers the party. They are no longer welcome here.


